
 

In this latest update, we present 37 new maps, including a Roman Roman temple and full-scale medieval castle. In addition, the new level of Blood Money comes to RIDE 3 with a wave of new tracks. We have also filled in some more blanks of our history with the release of three tracks for Golden Cup of Havana and three tracks for Laguna Seca Raceway. RIDE 3 is a challenging motorcycle racing
game that allows players to explore ever-changing scenarios while fighting against opponents in a variety of thrilling events on various types of motorcycles from classic muscle bikes to ultra high speed enduro machines. Choose your bike, choose your rider and enter this unforgettable world where you must beat the clock with all the pressure of performing faultlessly. Go further than you've ever gone
before in an instant-frenzy of competition that takes racing to a whole new level. Features Series mode allows you to take on set objectives across consecutive races. The faster you complete these challenges, the more stars you earn - but too many crashes will be penalised. There are 60 series in total with over 300 challenges to master. Play against your friends in split-screen or online across four game
modes: Race, Eliminator, Time Trial and Knockout. Select from a wide range of bikes and riders, each one with its own personalities and racing characteristics. Customise your bike's appearance with hundreds of options. Power up your rider with twenty-five class-specific skill cards that can be applied to any rider. Choose from a huge number of tracks set in the USA, Japan, Italy, Spain and other
locations around the world. Each track features its own unique character - for example the narrow streets of Chicago are different to those found in Barcelona or Prague. The game's physics engine allows you to perform astounding stunts that are proof that anything is possible on two wheels. RIDE 3 has been developed by Swedish studio Milestone S.r.l. in collaboration with Bigben Interactive, the
publisher of the game. Playstation 3 | Xbox 360 | GameCube Ride 3 is planned to be released on October 10 in Japan, October 13 in North America and October 14 in Europe. At the time of its release, it will be available for both Windows PC and PlayStation 4. The HD remastered version for Xbox 360, PS3 and PS4 was released on April 5 in Japan only. As of April 15 in Japan "Ride 3" has sold
712,336 copies in its first week according to Famitsu. The game received "mixed" reviews on both platforms according to video game review aggregator Metacritic. Dualshockers gave the game a 7.5 out of 10, saying: "RIDE 3 is overall a fun arcade racing with entertaining and challenging events. The best with good customization options and solid online components.
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